APPLICATION AND DATA SHEET

Inkjet Transfer Paper - For Lights
Our Premium Inkjet Transjet 11 Paper is a fast-drying product that can be transferred
with a home iron or an industrial heat press, with a complete, easy release. The
result is a vibrant product with an incredible soft-hand feel, and excellent stretch,
breathability, and washability.

HEAT PRESS APPLICATION

RECOMMENDED FABRICS
Recommended for white or light
coloured fabrics
•
•
•
•
•

Cotton
Polyester
Cotton/Poly Blends
Lyrca
Nylon
TIP: If you are using 100%
cotton, it is best to pre-heat
T-shirt until all the steam is out.

Due to the combination of fabrics,
weaves, coatings and dyes used in the
textile industry, we recommend testing
the application before production.
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12-16 seconds

1. Print Image in Mirror, Allow to dry for 15 minutes to 1 hour, cut image leaving a
border of 3mm.
2. Press the image at 350°F - 360°F for 12 - 16 seconds with the heat press, using
MEDIUM pressure.
3. Peel Transfer HOT starting at the corner. USE CAUTION, PAPER WILL BE HOT.

IRON APPLICATION
1. Print Image in Mirror, Allow to dry for 15 minutes to 1 hour, cut image leaving a
border of 3mm.
2. Set the iron to the hottest temperature and do not add water to the iron.
3. Place the image face down onto the fabric. Iron the back of the image for a few
seconds and let cool for about 10 seconds. Iron the perimeter of the image first,
starting at the lower left corner and moving upward along the side to the top left
corner. Next, iron the top center of the image moving slowly to the bottom center of
the image. Re-iron the image VERY SLOWLY using medium to high pressure. Continue
ironing until you have completely traced the sides of the image. This entire process
should take about 60-70 seconds for an 8"x 10" (20 x 25cm) image surface. Followup by ironing the whole image quickly, heating all of the transfer paper again for
approximately 10-13 seconds.
4. Quickly peel the transfer starting at the corner immediately after the ironing process.
USE CAUTION, PAPER WILL BE HOT.

CARE
••

Wash inside out in cold water

350º-360º F

••

Place into the dryer immediately and do not hang to dry

••

Do not use bleach

Medium

••

Do not iron the shirt’s image surface again

••

It is always best to wash garments before wearing

Hot

STORAGE
Store your Inkjet Transfer Papers
in the sealed plastic bag until use
To prevent moisture from forming.
Close bag after each use.

All technical information and recommendations are based on tests we believe to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee
performance conditions not under manufacturer’s control. Before using, we recommend testing to determine suitability of the
product for its intended use. The user assumes all risk and liability whateversoever in connection with the use of this product.
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